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Romanian Onomastics

Sydney Minnette Parent
Brigham Young University

"What's the use of their having names," the Gnat said,
"if they won 'I answer 10 them'?"
"No usc to them," said Alice; "but it's useful to the
people that name them, I suppose, If not, why do things have
names at all?"
-Lewis Carroll
Through the Looking-Glass (1871)

What's in a name? Or maybe we should ask,what
is a name? Most people in Western civilization think
of a name as being a word or a phrase, spelled with a
capital letter, that denotes a "special individual representative of a larger group or sub-group" (Room,
1993, p, iii), This is fairly accurate when we consider
the dictionary detinition:
I: a word constituting the distinctive designation
of a person or thing. 2: a designating expression.
... 4: family, clan . . . . 6: spiritual nature or
essence <praise his holy name>. (Wehster's, 1965,
p. 561)
Sometimes the named object is singular in the
world, for example, Mount Everest. This is the only
mountain that has this name. Yet ofttimes the named
object, animate or inanimate, shares the same name
with many others. For instance, there are hundreds of
men named "John" and even more women named
"Mary," but each of them is an individual and has been
given a "label" to denote his or her individuality,

So, what if you are one of the thousands of Marys
or Johns'? Are these names really distinctive and individulaized? Maybe you feel a little cheated out of
an identity, or maybe you love your history-laden
moniker. Do we take names for granted? Just how
important are they? Once again we tum to Wehster's
Dictionary for help. The meaning of "name-less" is as
follows:
I: undistinguished; obscure ... , 2: not known by
name; anonymous. 3: having no legal right to
a name; illegitimate. 4: not having been given a
name. unnamed. 5: not marked with a name
<a nameless grave>. (Wehster's, 1965, p. 561)
The images evoked by these descriptions are anything but positive. Imagine being a nameless person,
being a nameless grave, maybe being forgotten over
the centuries. A haunting feeling, isn't it? Adrian
Room (1993) states that "the function of declaring an
object's intrinsic individuality is thus the most important function that a name has, even when the same
name is borne by others" (p. iii).
Names are rudimentary to every scholarly endeavor or life situation, What would modern linguistics
be if the word Chomsky meant nothing? What if we
could not refer to our favorite poet by name'? Language
would become much more tedious if we had to detail every referent in a round-about way. Therefore.
onomastics-the science or study of the origins and
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forms of proper names of persons or places-was
founded. The seldom-expected origins of names
only adds to their special status and enhances
people's interest in them (Room, 1993, p. iv). Who
really knows what history lies behind words like
Jared, Jemima, or Geraldine: or is it even significant? Some believe that a person's name can have
a great impact on his or her life (Rosenkrantz &
Satran, 1994, p. xvi). Certain names can evoke
strong images within a person. We may attach certain attitudes and values to the names of influential
people in our lives (be it a playground bully or a
dear, lifelong friend). It is also natural for us to
name the things in our lives. "A small child will
give names to even his tiniest toys or his wellchewed blanket, and the difference between
'Blankie' and 'the blanket' is an entire personality" (Wallace, 1992, p. xi).
Naming systems vary in different parts of the
world and at different periods of history. so that
the types or numbers of names that an individual
has today may well be different than his or her ancestestors '. Personal names are generally one of
two types: Christian (or first names) and surnames.
Each signifies a particular individual, although
surnames by definition run in families so that
they indicate people who are known to be related.
Many people, in many countries, also bear
"middle" or extra names. These are used mainly
on formal occasions, such as the identification of a
particular individual or the signature on an official
document (or as in some families they are used so
children will know that they are in big trouble).
As a general rule, one name per person was originally enough. Why have more? This was the common practice for the ancient Greeks. A child
received a name at birth, and if or when a girl
married she kept this original name. The names
were meaningful and were frequently theophoric;
that is, they incorporated the name of a god, for
example, Diogenes, "born of Zeus." The first son
in a family was usually named after his grandfather, and the first daughter after her grandmother
(Room, 1993, p. vi). Though Greek names were
typically singular, it was possible to add a
patronymic -ide suffix to the father's name. This is
seen frequently in the Homeric poems, for example, Odiseus LaC/·tide (Constantinescu, 1963,
p. xxii).
The Romans also started out with just one
name, which is why "Romulus" and "Remus" had
no others names. Soon, however, under Etruscan
influence, the Romans developed a well-defined
system in which each person had first two, then

three names, for example, Marcus Tullis Cicero.
The first was the "praenomen," which was a personal name, or what we would call a given name.
The second name was the "nomen," which was
the name of person's "gens" or "clan." This
was not necessarily a family name, but rather a
group of families that had descended through the
male line from a single ancestor. "Nomina" can
often be recognized by the ending -ius. Roman
women tended to abandon the "praenomen" and
instead used the "nomen" alone with a feminine
ending, for example, Antonia instead of Antonius.
The final name was the "cognomen" or nickname.
In fact, this was often a hereditary name, similar
to a "nomen," but originating from a meaningful
nickname given to an ancestor, for example,
Cicero, meaning "bean," or Flavius, meaning
"yellow" (probably referring to hair color). The
"cognomen" would basically be the equivalent
of the modern surname (Constantinescu, 1963,
p. xxii). Sometimes a Roman would have a fourth
name, or "agnomen," which identified with some
idiosyncratic accomplishment, for example, Publius Cornelius Scipio Aji-icanus, whose agnomen
referred to his successful battles in Africa (Room,
1993, p, vii).
Later, this tidy system broke down, and people
went back to having a single name. The triplename system at least formed the basis for that
found in many Western countries today. Most
Americans still have a first name, middle name,
and surname, and for Russians the three names are
almost unwaveringly a personal name, patronymic,
and surname. People bearing only two names, a
first name and surname, have likewise received
the original Roman naming formula (Room, 1993,
p. vii).
Although Greek and Roman onomastics have
had a lasting effect on Western names, most of the
best-known names, male and female, are not so
much classical as biblical (Constantinescu, 1963.
p. xliv). The Bible has provided many popular
names. Familiar names of Old Testament origin,
with variations in different languages, include
Abraham, Benjamin. Hannah, and Samuel. Some
of the most common first names of all are among
those found in the New Testament: Andrew. Elizabeth, James, John, Luke, Mark, Mary, Matthew,
Paul, Peter, Stephen, Thomas, Timothy. Most Old
Testament names are Hebrew in origin and can
be interpreted literally. Their original sense usually expresses a religious sentiment and may include the word for, or name of, God, respectively
el and yah. So Daniel means "God is my judge,"
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Nathaniel means "gift of God," and Jeremiah
means "appointed by Yah," in others words, by
Jehovah. New Testament names, on the other
hand. may be classical in origin. such as Andrew,
from the Greek for "man" or Mark from Roman
"Marcus," which is probably related to "Mars."
John and Marv, two of the most common names of
all time, are both Hebrew in origin, respectively
meaning "God is gracious" and "fertile" (maybe),
while Barnahas is Aramaic in origin (Room, 1993,
p. vii). "Early Christian saints and martyrs have
also given popular first names. These include
Adrian, Anthony, Barbara. Catherine, George.
Helen, Nicholas, and Ursula. The fact that some
of the saints may not have even existed, such as
Barbara and Catherine, has not affected in the least
the popularity of their names.
Up to this point we have reviewed the basics
of onomastic study, discussed naming systems.
and evaluated a few name sources. This essay will
now narrow in scope to focus on the history of
the Romance language of Romanian, categories
of Romanian names, and the major source languages for this modern Indo-European descendant.
We will see that though Romanian is a Latin-based
Romance language, the preponderance of traditional Romanian names are Greek derivatives,
with Latin coming in a close second, and Slavic
and Hebrew running a far third and fourth.
Romanian is a Romance language that evolved
from the Latin spoken in the lower Danube area
almost two thousand years ago. The people who
inhabited this area were named Dacians. Scholars
believe that they spoke a Thracian language,
which is Indo-European based (Wehster's). The
Dacian people were conquered successively
by the Greeks, Persians, and Macedonians.
The Romans overpowered Dacia in battles from
A.D. 105 to 107. This Balkan area wa~ colonized
with settlers from all over the Roman Empire.
who intermarried with the Dacians. causing the
Dacians to become romanized and Christian
(Niculescu. 1981. p. 173). The Romans forsook
their faraway colony in A.D. 271, and the region
became a battleground and gateway to the south
for barbarian raiders.
The encroachment of Slavic peoples during
the sixth and seventh centuries eventually cut
Dacia off from the rest of the Romance-speaking
world. After this point, it is very hard to find
any reference to the former Dacian people. "Two
seventh-century chroniclers, writing Greek
and both using the same original text, mention a
soldier in the Byzantine army who spoke these

words in his native language: Torna, torna,fratre.
This phrase, connected with an event during a
campaign in Thrace in A.D. 587, is believed to be
the earliest written evidence of Balkan Romance"
(Deletant, 1983, p. I). Romanian grammar is almost completely Latin; however, the isolation
resulted in a number of distinctions between it and
the other Romance languages. The vocabulary is
mainly of Latin origin, but it has also been the recipient of Greek. Slavic, and Turkish influences.
The Romanians' adoption of the Orthodox
Church rites gave them access to Byzantine
culture and Greek and Slavic languages. After
A.D. 1185 the Church imposed Greco-Slavic onomastic conformity (Constantinescu, 1963, p. xliv).
Throughout the rest of the century the Romanians
borrowed names from neighboring peoples (Serbs,
Bulgarians, Greeks, Albanians. Russians. Hungarians, and Saxons who live in Transylvania (Deletant, 1993, p. 35). At the end of the eighteenth
century a Latinist movement in Translyvania
adopted the use of the Roman alphabet in place of
the Cyrillic letters in which most of early Romanian literature is recorded. At the same time they
tried to "re-Latinize" the language. It was not until
the mid-1800s that the other Romanian principalities-Wallachia and Moldavia-gave up the usage
of the Cyrillic alphabet in their writings. Throughout the nineteenth century, French int1uence began to be felt in all apects of culture, and French
became, and remains, the Romanians' favorite
source of new words (Deletant, 1983. p. 2). There
was also a return to historical names, both Roman
and Romanian. Western media and influence during the last few decades have resulted in a wave of
seemingly "exotic" names such as Kimberly and
Pamela (Constantinescu, 1963, p. xi).
After understanding the history of Romanian
naming styles, I began to organize and analyze
actual data gathered from Constantinescu's Dictional' onomastic ROl7linesc. He maintained that
this was the most complete book on the subject
when he wrote it in 1963 (p. xi). Many of the entries are complete and appear to be accurate when
compared with other onomastic dictionaries. Unfortunately, often it is impossible to track down
the exact origins of a name, so then we must make
educated guesses based on analogy. Each entry
lists the main name, a source language with the
name in that language, and a definition or translation of the word's meaning. For example,
DAN. ebr. "jude" si DANIEL, ebr. Danihel
"judecator-domnul. .,
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[DAN, hebrew "county lord; prince" and
DANIEL, hebrew Danihel "The lord-judge."].
(Constantinescu, 1963. p. 39)
The remainder of the entry lists attested forms of
the name, regions where they can be found and
occasionally a date or time period for the name. I
listed 244 names, chosen by selecting the names
of every tenth page. If the meaning of the name
was not clear, I compared it to Latin, English, and
Italian, usually being able to decipher the source
one way or another.
Constantinescu sets up parameters with which
to categorize the different types of names, basically a breakdown between religious names and
secular names. In order to get a more clear vision
of what types of names were in which category, I
broke his two categories down into smaller, more
digestible sections. The religion category has four
separate sections: (1) names associated with ancient celebrations, be they for a holy day, a popular or a pagan holiday: Duminica "Sunday" or
Stavru "Cross"; (2) biblical names that include
those contained in both the Old and New Testaments, such as Veniamin "Son of the right hand"
or Barahas "the Son of the Father"; (3) Christian/
saint names, or names that evoke sacred feelings
for deity, such as Marana "Come, 0 Lord" or
Peon "the Healer"; and virtue names, such as
Elpis "hope" and Grigorie "watchful, vigilant";
and finally (4) names related to the "cult" or organization of the church, such as Diaconu "clerk" or
Sachelar "a priest with rank."
The second category consists of nonreligious
names. The "animal" category involves names that

refer to an animal, such as Biher "Beaver" and
Iulita "a fish." Defamatory names are those that
refer to the signified in a negative way, for example, Bang "simpleton." Ethnic names refer to a
country of origin, for example, Chiprie "from
Cypress." This category of family relations is interesting because it chronicles kinship ties, such as
Geaman "twin" and Dead "grandfather." Names
referring to land or water formations are geographic in nature, for example, Bugeac "steppe
with dry valley." Latinized names correspond to
the last century when it was popular to latinize, for
example, Emilian "a clan name." Literary references are mainly mythological figures or authors
such as Esop "Aesop." Military names are linked to
a soldier's rank or duty in the military, for example, Chirin "Wielder of spear, warlike one." The
object category deals with inanimate objects, such
as metal, jewels, food or drink, for example,
Hagem "onion" and BOI'dun "a type of grapes."
Personal names refer to a person's moral character/
bearing, for example, Palal'u "stormy, violent" or
Glicheria "sweet." The physical aspect of a person
is often ascribed by way of a nicknames, for example, Bos "barefoot" or Rufu "red, ruddy reddish." Occasionally people are named after plants,
for example, .Ielohin "pubescent oak" and Alior
"milkweed." It is rather common for a person to be
named for his profession, for example, Chiric
"town crier' or Osman "thief." The final category is
that of a title borne by a named person: Chirana
"Lady Ana" and despot "despot/ master."
The total number of words I analyzed was
244. Following are two tables of the percentages
that I discovered in the data. The first is according

Table I
Source Language
Greek
Latin
Slavic
Hebrew
Hungarian
Romanian
Turkish
German
Persian
Thracian
Albanian
Italian
Assyrian
Chaldean
Egyptian
French
Iranian

% of Total Names
27%
23%
12%
11%
6%
6%
5%
4%
1.6%
1.2%
.8%
.8%
.4%
.4%
.4%
.4%
.4%

Examples
Andrei, Elena
lustin. Victoria
Dobru, Cozi
Pavel. Salomia
Hagen. Arva
Bujor, Ciuc
Bicaz, Caraba
Didrih, Berha
Bulat, Balava
Beuc, Bara
Deag
Ventura
Vavila
Baltasar
Faraon
Bordun
Bema
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to source languages, starting at the top with the
language most borrowed into Romanian (Table I).
I use Constantinescu's data on the origin and
meaning of the names. Further research would
most likely show some of this data to be slightly
erroneous. It is significant that 27 percent of
Romanian names in my study are based in Greek. I
think this is because the Orthodox Church has
been so strong for so long in this country. The
church's own ties are in Greece and Russia. It
would appear that Latin names came into the
Romanian language by way of secular means,

without many strong religious ties. A surprise for
me is that Hebrew content is so close to the Slavic
percentages This is undoubedly directly linked to
the use of biblical names among Romanians. Also
of note are the language families represented in
Romanian onomastis. The majority of the source
languages are from the lndo- European language
group. Representing the Semitic family we see
Hebrew, Assyrian, and Chaldean. Hungarian is a
Uralic language, while Egyptian most likely shows
the Afro-Asiatic family, though it may be representing only Arabic.

Table 2
Category
Biblical
Christian
Physical
Object
Celebrations
Personal
Animal
Geography
Ethnic
Title
Family Relations
Professional]latinized
Cult
Plants
Defamatory
Literary
Military

Main Source Language
Hebrew
Greek
Latin
Latin
Gred
Slavic
LatinlRomanian/Slavic
Turkish
Latin
Greek
Slavic
Hungarian/Slavic
Latin
Greek
Latin
Slavic
Gred
Italian/Slavic/
LatinlTurkish

Table 2 show the comparison between the
most highly used category of name. The influence
of religion rises clearly to the top. Notice that the
top two categories are religion oriented. Also
interesting is the "physical" category before" personal" characteristics. Physical traits are easier to
perceive and identify than personal qualities
or character flaws. Indeed, if a name is not sufficient to identify an individual, physical characteristics are sure to follow. The fact that someone
is loving, fierce, or shy will most likely not be
enough to distinguish one person from another in a
crowd.
The Romanian people are currently searching
for this identity as a nation and also on an individual level. Knowing the history and meaning of
their own names could help them immensely.
Names are a link to the past and a legacy for the

% of Total Names
13%
12%
9%
9%

8%
8%
6%
6%
5%
5%
4%

3%
3%
3%
2%
1%
1%
1%

Examples
David "beloved"
Elpis "hope"
Barba "bearded"
Dinte "tooth"
Anatasie "resurrection"
Bui "cruel/violent?"
Leu "lion"
Bos "gap/desert"
Ilirie (from lIIyria)
Despina "despot's wife"
Gag (brother-in-law)
Borus "v inter"
Emilian (clan name)
Episcop "bishop"
Alior "milkweed"
Loza "simpleton"
Eraclie "Hercules"
Boris "warrior"

future. The study of Romanian onomastics
could provide unique linguistic information
regarding name borrowing. It could provide
phonetic, lexical, and semantic change across
language families and throughout history as
well. Providing this data would be a wonderful gift to offer to a beautiful, yet struggling
country.
Romanian onomastics is a fascinating
field of study. The languages and history capture you in their web and it can be hard to
leave them alone. Sadly, I feel that my study
was rather limited in scope and depth. This
was due to the time constraints of a summer
term and the fact that there is not much information available about Romanian onomastics.
In my research I became aware of Slavic onomastic groups and many other language group
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onomastics studies, yet my sentiment is that
if one were given more time and access to printed
materials, the Romanian onomastic field could be
very fruitfuL Constantinescu's Dictionar is an invaluable resource, yet as it is in Romanian it is not
accessible to most linguists, A worthwhile project
would be to translate the introduction of this book.
It has a wonderfully detailed narration of the history of Romanian onomastic use.
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